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Abstract. A Lustre Center of Excellence (LCE) has been established by Cluster File Sys-
tems, Inc. (now part of Sun Microsystems) at the National Center for Computational Sciences
(NCCS) at the Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) . A primary activity of the LCE is assisting
science teams in tuning their application I/O performances on NCCS supercomputers. As
clusters and supercomputers rapidly approach the petaflop scale, the performance demand
on file I/O systems cannot be overlooked. The overall balance of these systems will shift dra-
matically towards FLOP performance and leave a number of applications spending a higher
percentage of time in file I/O operations. Improving an application’s file I/O performance
may therefore have a dramatic effect on application run time and overall system throughput.
This paper introduces an update on LCE efforsts and describes our work in optimizing file
I/O performance in the Parallel Ocean Program (POP). Our work shows that with proper
tuning and modification substantial I/O performance improvements can be achieved. Our
experiments show a 13x speedup in the I/O performance of POP.3

1 Introduction

Large scale HPC systems have traditionally balanced file I/O performance with com-
putational capacity by providing 2 byte/sec of I/O throughput for each 1000 FLOP
of computational capacity [1]. To maintain this balance in the petascale regime
requires delivering a minimum of 2 TB/s I/O performance for each PFLOP of com-
putational capacity. Based on current and near term technologies this level of file
I/O performance equates to installation and maintenance of tens of thousands of
magnetic disks. An I/O system of this magnitude is cost prohibitive due to the
sheer number of magnetic disks, RAID controllers and fibre channel links. Near
term petascale systems will therefore be handicapped with what would traditionally
be considered a suboptimal I/O / FLOP ratio.

Oak Ridge National Lab is scheduled to procure a petaflop system in the 2008
/ 2009 time-frame. File I/O performance will not meet the traditional target ratio.
Our target I/O performance is currently 200 GB/s for a petascale supercomputer
which is a ful order of magnitude lower than what traditional balanced systems would
provide. Given these constraints our challenge is to increase the end-to-end efficiency
of the I/O subsystem. This involves work at multiple layers including hardware, OS,
a number of software layers and the application’s I/O architecture.

In order to better address this challenge a partnership with Cluster File Systems
Inc. (CFS, now part of Sun Microsystems) has been established. A Lustre Center of
Excellence (LCE) has been established as a result of this partnership at Oak Ridge
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National Lab. A primary activity of the LCE is assisting science teams in tuning
their application I/O performances on NCCS supercomputers.

This paper describes our joint effort in optimizing I/O performance from an
application perspective and involves enhancements at multiple layers. The end result
of our work is a dramatic improvement in the I/O performance of the Parallel Ocean
Program (POP) [2] on the NCCS Cray XT3/4 system, Jaguar.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview
of POP including the current file I/O strategy. Improvements to the file I/O strat-
egy are discussed in Section 3. Results of these improvements are demonstrated in
Section 4. Finally, conclusions are discussed in in Section 5.

2 Background

2.1 The Parallel Ocean Program

POP was developed at Los Alamos National Lab (LANL) under the sponsorship of
the DoE CHAMMP program [3] and is the ocean component of the larger Commu-
nity Climate System Model (CCSM) [4]. POP is an ocean circulation model which
solves the three-dimension primitive equations for fluid motions on the sphere [2].
It uses a 3-D mesh representation of the ocean model wrapping the sphere. In our
representative test case POP grid dimensions are set as 3600x2800x42. For this par-
ticular setup, 42 is the depth of the ocean. POP is written in Fortran 90 and uses
MPI [5] for communication. POP has been to shown to scale up to 22,000 MPI tasks
on ORNL’s Jaguar system [6].

2.2 The Original POP I/O pattern

POP, like many other scientific applications, exhibits a read-once-write-many I/O
pattern. At application initialization POP reads a setup file and then throughout
the run it performs write operations at each time step. These write operations are
roughly 1 hour apart in our representative test case. Two different file I/O meth-
ods are used by POP; a Fortran record read/write method and a NetCDF method.
Among these two implementations, only the Fortran record read/write method sup-
ports parallel I/O.

There are four files regularly written in POP: history, movie, restart and tavg

files. The history file is written for each day in the model, while the other 3 files are
written at each time step. The history file provides a static snapshot of the ocean
model state and is written N times per averaging time-step. The movie file provides
a visualization and animation of the ocean model and is relatively small compared
with the other files; about 300 MB in size. A write operation for the movie file only
costs several seconds (less than 5 seconds for most cases). The tavg file stores time
average history of the ocean model in contrast to the static snapshot history. The
tavg and restart files have similar I/O patterns where the tavg file is about 13 GB
in size and restart file is about 28 GB. The I/O size of each file can be calculated as
(3600∗2400∗elementSize), where the elementSize is the byte-length of an element.
For example an integer element will be 32 MB (3600 ∗ 2400 ∗ 4), whereas a floating
point element will be 65 MB (3600 ∗ 2400 ∗ 8).



Of the four files regularly written by POP the history file was shown to dominate
most of the I/O and was therefore where we first focused our optimization effort.
The history file is segmented based on the model’s horizontal layering of the ocean
which resulted in 42 segments in our configuration.

Among two aforementioned file I/O implementations, only Fortran read/write
method supports parallel I/O. Parallelization of the write I/O operations using For-
tran formatted writes is done as follows: M processes within an N process job (where
M < N) acts as aggregators and writers. The number of aggregators/writers is con-
figurable from 1 up to the number of horizontal layers in the ocean. Data to be
written is aggregated at each one of the M processes and each of these process
writes to its designated area of a single shared file. In order to prevent conflicts each
process writes to a distinguished record number which equates to a unique offset
within the file. The NetCDF method uses a single aggregator/writer process and
does not support parallel writers.

3 Improving POP I/O Performance

Our initial approach was to use the parallel Fortran write method to reduce the total
time spent in history file I/O operations. With this method, each layer could easily
be mapped to an aggregator/writer process. Unfortunately, this method resulted in
file corruption and file size inconsistencies when writing to a single file from multiple
writers. Although, at first it was assumed this was a bug in Jaguar’s Lustre file
system, more tests on Jaguar with a different file system also resulted in the same
file corruption, ruling out a possible Lustre bug. The main reason for this problem
is not yet known.

3.1 HDF5

Since the Fortran write method resulted in inconsistent file sizes with more than one
processor performing I/O and netCDF does not support parallel I/O operations,
the original I/O pattern was reduced to serial I/O. This resulted in I/O overhead
of 10%-20% in our representative test case. In an effort to reduce this overhead,
parallelization of I/O operations via HDF5 [7] was explored. HDF5 was chosen over
other alternatives such as Parallel netCDF [8] due to better performance at scale [9].

HDF5 provides a file specification and library for parallel I/O applications. Given
the shortcomings in the I/O structure of the original design, porting POP I/O to
HDF5 was explored. Our implementation of POP with HDF5 layers the file I/O over
MPI-IO. This design provides both collective and independent file I/O methods using
MPI FILE WRITE AT and MPI FILE WRITE AT ALL internally and also
ensures portability of the HDF5 library across a wide variety of parallel computing
environments.

3.2 Data Sieving

Initial tests with the HDF5 for parallel I/O showed that the MPI-IO implementation
on Jaguar uses data sieving [10]. Data sieving is a mechanism which allows non-
contiguous file access from the process level via contiguous access at the file system



level. For write operations multiple processes may be writing to different portions
of a non-contiguous file via a read-modify-write operation. The first step of a data
sieve write operation is to choose the sieve buffer size (default of 512KB). Data is
then read from the correct offset in the file into the sieve buffer as illustrated in
Figure 1. In this figure the different colors represent each processes view of the file.
The first process’ view of the file is indicated in white while the second process’ is
indicated in blue. The numbers are used to indicate the separate segments of data
in the file.
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Fig. 1. Read File Data to Sieve Buffer

The data to be written from the process is then copied into the correct area of
the data sieve buffer as in Figure 2. This corresponds to the modify stage of the
read-modify-write operation. The color red in this figure is used to indicate data
ready to be written. The numbering and arrows indicate that segments 1 and 2
which are contiguous in the write buffer are to be written to non-contiguous areas of
the file. The color blue is used to indicate the unmodified segments of the file which
correspond to another process’ view. Rather than performing two separate writes of
segments 1 and 2 of the write buffer to segments 1 and 3 to the file the intermediate
sieve buffer is modified via a copy operation.
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Fig. 2. Copy Write Buffer Data to Sieve Buffer

Figure 3 illustrates the write stage of the read-modify-write operation. At this
stage the sieve buffer is written to the file via a single write operation. Note that
the sieve buffer is contiguously written to a contiguous area of the file. In this



example the read-modify-write operation reduces the number of writes issued by a
process from two to one due to aggregation via the sieve buffer. Write operations
are expensive on jaguar due to a number of factors including the overhead of flock
(file locks to maintain consistency and coherency) as well as the overhead of RPCs
(remote procedure calls) in Lustre. Lustre uses RPCs not only to transfer data to
be written to remote physical storage but also to handle metadata operations such
as granting locks to a file.
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Fig. 3. Write Sieve Buffer to Disk

This default method of data sieving is inefficient when using HDF5 parallel writes
in POP. The POP application writes contiguous blocks of memory to contiguous
sections of a shared file as illustrated in Figure 4. The end result of data sieving was
a read of the file blocks into the sieve buffer followed by a copy of the contiguous
write buffer into the sieve buffer. As the write buffer was already contiguous the read
(including an flock) and copy operations were unnecessary. The write buffer could
have been directly written to the file. To eliminate these unnecessary operations
the ADIO [11] ADIO GEN WriteStrided was modified to bypass the data sieving
operation when the write buffer was contiguous.
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Fig. 4. POP I/O Writes Contiguous Regions



4 Results

4.1 Experimental Setup

The Jaguar supercomputer at the Oak Ridge National Lab was used to test our
I/O improvements in POP. Jaguar is a Cray XT3/4 supercomputing platform and
provides computational services for a broad spectrum of select applications. A perfor-
mance evaluation of Jaguar has been recently published [6]. This, as well as several
other studies have evaluated the I/O performance of Cray XT platforms [12],[9].
These studies have provided relevant information for scientific applications, such as
peak system throughput and the impact of file striping patterns, etc.

A detailed description of Jaguar and its I/O subsystem is provided in [13]. Jaguar
is a massively parallel processor architecture and is an aggregation of Cray XT3 and
XT4 technologies. Both Cray XT3 and XT4 have similar architectures, whereas the
XT4 has faster DDR2-667MHz memory and faster SeaStar2 interconnect compared
to its predecessor, the XT3. The basic building block of Cray XT4 architecture is the
Processing Element (Compute PE or Service PE), as illustrated in Figure 5. Each PE
is currently equipped with a dual-core AMD processor with 2 GB per core of memory
conencted by Hyper-Transport links, and a dedicated SeaStar2 communication chip.
In our experiments Jaguar ran the Catamount [14] operating system on its compute
PEs. A new OS, called Compute Node Linux (CNL), has recently been developed
by Cray [15] as an alternative to Catamount and installed on the ORNL’s Jaguar
compute PEs. For both the Catamount and CNL versions, service PEs run a modified
stock Linux kernel based on the SuSE distro. Portals [16] is used for inter-node
communication.

Fig. 5. Cray XT System Architecture of Jaguar (Courtesy of Cray)

Jaguar uses the Lustre parallel file system [17]. Lustre is a POSIX compliant,
object-based file system composed of three components: Metadata Servers (MDS),
Object Storage Servers (OSS), and clients. Jaguar is configured with three Lustre
file systems in various sizes, providing the required scratch storage space for data
produced on Jaguar. 72 service nodes are configured as OSSes for these 3 file systems.



In addition, each file system has its own dedicated MDS node. The backend storage
hardware is S2A 9550 storage devices.

4.2 Results and Analysis

As detailed in Section 3 POP was modified to use HDF5 for I/O operations. Table 1
presents the comparative POP I/O overheads for the Fortran read/write, NetCDF,
and the two aforementioned HDF5 methods. Here overhead is defined as the percent
of time spent for I/O compared to the total execution time. As can be seen from
Table 1 the HDF5 independent implementation significantly reduced the total I/O
cost as well as decreasing the I/O overhead. However, the HDF5 collective I/O
method did not perform as expected and even lowered the file I/O performance
compared to a single aggregator/writer using Fortran record writes.

I/O method/library I/O Processes Time Step (min) I/O Duration (min) Overhead %

NetCDF 1 60 26 43

Fortran record 1 60 9 15

HDF5 Collective 42 60 12 20

HDF5 Independent 42 60 2 3

Table 1. POP I/O breakdown

To validate our findings and gain a deeper understanding for the reason of poor
HDF5 collective I/O performance, we have performed further experiments using the
IOR benchmark [18].

The first test we have performed uses HDF5 collective I/O over 42 processes.
The same test was then repeated using independent I/O. Table 2 shows that HDF5
independent I/O performs better by two orders of magnitude when compared to
parallel I/O.

HDF5 Mode Access Mode BW (MB/s) Open (s) wr/rd (s) Close (s)

Collective I/O Write 47.01 0.038791 55.50 0.237275

Independent I/O Write 5048 0.056582 0.423846 0.235394

Table 2. IOR I/O comparison for collective and independent HDF5 methods

Through additional investigation the poor performance of HDF5 collective I/O
was found to be a result of inefficient handling of contiguous writes to a non-
contiguous file via ADIO data sieving as detailed earlier in Section 3.

Corrections to the ADIO layer as described in Section 3 made in order to improve
the performance of HDF5 Collective I/O. Due to the OS change on the Jaguar
supercomputer we were only able to verify our modifications to the ADIO layer for
Catamount on a small-scale test system. As detailed in Table 3 HDF5 independent
I/O performs better than HDF5 collective I/O. When data sieving is bypassed the
performance of HDF5 collective I/O surpasses that of independent I/O.



HDF5 Mode Access Mode BW (MB/s) Block (KB/s) Xfer (KB) Open (s) wr/rd (s) Close (s) iter

Independent I/O Write 9.03 30720 30720 0.103011 9.85 6.23 0

Collective I/O (with sieving) Write 3.47 30720 30720 0.094072 25.15 3.75 0

Collective I/0 (without sieving) Write 14.41 30720 30720 0.078956 6.15 1.77 0

Table 3. IOR I/O comparison for collective and independent HDF5 methods after modifications on a
small-scale test system.

5 Conclusions

Scaling applications to petaflop systems will require efforts on numerous fronts. I/O
performance which has often been overlooked in application scalability will become
increasingly important as near term petascale systems will be handicapped with
a suboptimal I/O / FLOP ratio. Given this challenge, improving end-to-end I/O
performance is of increasing importance.

Through careful analysis and modification of multiple layers we have shown that
application I/O performance can be improved by a significant factor. Due to cor-
rectness and performance issues POP was modified to use HDF5. This modification
allowed the use of multiple aggregators/writers which showed performance improve-
ment when HDF5 independent I/O was used. Further modifications to the ADIO
layer showed that HDF5 collective I/O may additionally improve performance. These
modifications improved POP I/O performance by a factor of 13 and reduced the
overall I/O overhead from 15% to 3%.
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